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Abstract

A curious agent, be it a robot, animal or human, acts so as to learn as much as possible

about itself and its environment. Such an agent can also learn without external

supervision, but rather actively probe its surrounding and autonomously deduce the

relations between its action’s effects on the environment and the resulting sensory input.

We present a model of hierarchical motor-sensory loops for such an autonomous active

learning agent, meaning a model that selects the appropriate action in order to optimize

the agent’s learning curve.

Learning one motor-sensory mapping enables the learning of other mappings,

thus increasing the extent and diversity of knowledge, usually in hierarchical

manner. Within the framework of active learning, actions are determined by

their contribution to learning. We demonstrate this principle by

implementing reinforcement active learning to first learn the forward model

of whisker motion and then extending it to object localization. The model

predicts the appropriate behavior in order to first optimally learn the self-

generated motor-sensory mapping and then ascertain an object location.

I’m curious 
about myself and 

the world 
around me.

Internal Models

Internal models represent the dynamics of internal systems, e.g. whiskers

This is 
where my 
whisker is 

now, 

… I’m 
moving it by 
this amount

…so I should 
command it 
to move y 

this amount.

Forward model Inverse model

This is 
where my 
whisker is 

now, 

I want it 
to be 
here…

…and it 
will move 
to here.
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Active Learning

Active learning means sampling from places of “interest”, 
i.e. non-linear and complex features

Yawn!!!
This flat place 

is boring…

Can I go 
again, 

please?

It’s so 
much fun 

here…

This place 
is also 

boring…
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Curiosity Drive

The curiosity drive is asking questions you do not know the answers to, guessing an 
answer, getting the correct one and then learning from your mistakes!

What’s 
this?

It’s 
Cheese!!

I’m correct, 
but didn’t 

learn anything 
new

What’s 
this?

It’s a nice 
dog

I was wrong, 
but now I 

learned… Ah…
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The Curiosity Loop

The curiosity loop learns which actions (Actor) to make in order to optimize learning (Learner) 
by predicting  (Critic) where the mistakes will occur. It’s an interplay between reducing 

mistakes by learning (Learner) and actively seeking mistakes by moving (Actor).

LearnerI want to 
learn about 
my whiskers

Critic

The more 
mistakes I 

correct, the 
more I learn

I want to 
predict when I 
will make the 

most mistakes…

Actor
…and move 
accordingly
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Hierarchical curiosity loops

Hierarchical curiosity loops mean to be curious about different things in a sequential 
manner, where each new interest can only be learned after lower curiosity loops.

Forward 
Model

First, I’m 
curious about 
the “free air” 

forward model

Object 
localization

Then, I’m curious 
about objects in 

the world

Inverse 
Model

I’m curious 
about the 

inverse model, 
so I could “talk” 
only in whisker 

angles

error in “free air”  forward model  
=   

contact with an object
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Numerical results

Forward 
Model

Object 
localization

Inverse 
Model

This is how I 
should move 
my whiskers 
to optimally 
learn each 

model
The curious rat model 

presented shows that these 

behavioral strategies are the 

optimal solution to learn the 

forward model (whisking) and 

object localization (foveated

whisking). 

free-air whisking
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Rats move their whiskers to 

explore the world: they whisk 

in free-air in a periodic 

fashion (whisking) and when 

encountering objects they 

whisk with smaller amplitude 

and higher frequency 

(“foveated” whisking).

“foveated” whisking
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Experimental Setup

High-speed (500 fps) 

high-resolution (1Mpixel) 

infra-red camera films 

rats/mice in a large arena 

with objects.

Automatic snout tracking 

produces head trajectories 

and orientations.

Automatic whisker tracking 

produces full-pad mean-

angle traces.

Preliminary results

Dr. Ehud Fonio’s setup

Conclusions
• Curiosity = act to optimize learning, by rewarding corrected mistakes

• Learner/Actor/Critic setup achieves optimal curious agent

• Hierarchical bootstrap of curiosity loops: utilize what was already 

learned

• Each loop in the hierarchy has its own optimal behavior

• The curious rat:

- Learning free-air forward model enables learning object localization

- Learning inverse model enables a common code = whisker angle

- Whisking and “foveated” whisking as emergent behaviors

• Future work:

- Model: extending to multiple whiskers and head movements

- Experiments: filming and tracking rats’ encounter with novel objects

Question Guess Correct answer

These strategies were not

assumed, but emerged via 

curiosity learning.

This is a rat
Autonomous Learning

Autonomous learning is learning without an external teacher, rather only via 
internally accessible information

I don’t need him, I have 
everything I need: 

whisker angles,
commands to my muscles…

Each hierarchical curiosity loop learns a different actor that moves the whisker in order to optimally 
learn its specific model.

The results show the emergence of whisking and “foveated” whisking


